Momentum® at a Glance
ncreasingly, federal agencies are seeking a highly-secure
and cost-effective software platform to enable
administrative functions—a solution which is userfriendly, capable of mitigating error and risk, and flexible
enough to support agency tailoring and evolving federal
requirements.
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This desire is now supported by the President’s Management Agenda,
which defines IT modernization as the “platform for change.” The PMA
specifies that modernization initiatives must have a primary goal of
delivering better services to the public. The PMA calls on the federal
government to share purchases, services and expertise through the Shared
Quality Services Cross-Agency Priority goal.
Designed specifically for federal business operations CGI’s Momentum®
Enterprise Solution helps federal IT leaders fulfill federal mandates, in an
agile and cost-effective way.
BUILT SPECIFICALLY FOR FEDERAL NEEDS
CGI’s Momentum is a market-leading, full-featured, flexible web-based
system built to support the full federal financial, budget, asset and
procurement management lifecycles.
Unlike other solutions in the market, Momentum is exclusively developed to
support the needs of federal organizations, rather than layering federal
functionality on top of commercial sector software. Momentum has no nongovernment functionality that must be turned off or maintained throughout
its life.
In addition to this design and development approach, we also offer our
Rapid Momentum Implementation (RMI) methodology for the out-of-the-box
application with DOD and Civilian configurations, reducing risk, increasing
user acceptance and decreasing implementation and life-cycle costs.
CGI’s Momentum is:








Adaptable to help you meet future legislative requirements, regulations
and evolving business practices
Flexible to give you a choice of delivery model, such as a shared
service and/or a subscription pricing model
Reliable to maintain your process controls and preserve data integrity
Accurate to enable better operational and programmatic decision
making
Secure to meet the strictest federal requirements
Accountable to stand the test of rigorous federal operations and audits
Agile to provide quick access to real-time financial results

MOMENTUM—THE IDEAL
SOLUTION FOR FEDERAL
AGENCIES
Built for the Federal Government:
CGI’s Momentum solution is specifically
designed around the nuances of federal
regulations, unlike many other
commercial ERP solutions.
Agency-Driven Innovation: Through the
use of agency-run Momentum User
Groups, User Forums and sprint
demonstrations, CGI tailors Momentum
based on input from its users and
stakeholders.
Component Functionality for
Incremental Implementation: Add
modules to rapidly expand capabilities as
your business needs evolve.
Shared and Flexible Models: Momentum
offers a variety of deployment models
including shared service implementation,
license and maintenance models and
software-as-a-service hosted delivery.
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Efficient to enhance accounting control, process control, and
collaboration

KEEPING UP IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
The federal market experiences unlimited updates to requirements and
compliance needs. We understand that these changes need to occur as
quickly as possible to stay compliant with federal mandates. To address
these concerns, Momentum is easily configured for future requirements with
quarterly releases designed for quick deployment, because we know you
can’t afford service disruptions and data issues.
A TRUSTED PARTNER WITH A PROVEN SYSTEM
More than 190 federal organizations, agencies and federally funded nonprofits trust CGI’s Momentum to help manage their end-to-end financial,
acquisition and budget formulation processes. Our solution is proven across
all three branches of government.
Our experience includes:
 100+ federal financial management customers since 1984
 100% track record of implementation success
 Patented federal-specific approaches to purchase card reconciliation and
payment offsets
 Unqualified audit opinions sustained by customer agencies across three
branches of government
 CONUS and OCONUS deployments
 Successful conversion of millions of historical financial transactions from
federal agencies’ legacy systems and competitor products
 Successful shared service implementations across three branches of
government, with proven Authority to Operate (ATO) in multiple public
cloud environments

ABOUT CGI

Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. Operating
in hundreds of locations across the
globe, CGI professionals help clients
to achieve their goals, including
becoming customer-centric digital
organizations. We deliver an end-toend portfolio of capabilities, from
high-end IT and business consulting
to systems integration, outsourcing
services and intellectual property
solutions that help accelerate clients’
results. CGI works with clients around
the world through a unique client
proximity model complemented by a
global delivery center of excellence
network to help clients accelerate
results, transform their organizations
and drive competitive advantage.

OPTIONS TO SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
While Momentum supports the requisite federal business processes, it
allows you the flexibility to deploy as many or as few as you need.
Additionally, our platform enables you to leverage existing and future
infrastructure investments. This effectively positions you for future business
and system streamlining, and helps drive down the cost of meeting your
mission goals.

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at info@cgi.com.
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